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Directed self-assembly (DSA) of block copolymers (BCPs) has garnered much attention due to its excellent

pattern resolution, simple process, and good compatibility with many other lithography methods for useful

nanodevice applications. Here, we present a BCP-based multiple nanopatterning process to achieve three-

dimensional (3D) pattern formation of metal/oxide hybrid nanostructures. We employed a self-assembled

sub-20 nm SiOx line pattern as a master mold for nanotransfer printing (nTP) to generate a cross-bar array.

By using the transfer-printed cross-bar structures as BCP-guiding templates, we can obtain well-ordered

BCP microdomains in the distinct spaces of the nanotemplates through a confined BCP self-assembly

process. We also demonstrate the morphological evolution of a cylinder-forming BCP by controlling the

BCP film thickness, showing a clear morphological transition from cylinders to spheres in the designated

nanospaces. Furthermore, we demonstrate how to control the number of BCP spheres within the cross-

bar 3D pattern by adjusting the printing angle of the multiple nTP process to provide a suitable area for

spontaneous BCP accommodation. This multiple-patterning-based approach is applicable to useful 3D

nanofabrication of various devices with complex hybrid nanostructures.
Introduction

For the past several decades, the directed self-assembly (DSA) of
block copolymers (BCPs) has been widely studied as a prom-
ising candidate for next-generation lithography due to its
excellent pattern resolution, process simplicity, and useful
nanoscale fabrication with high-density.1–7 Particularly, BCPs
with a high Flory–Huggins interaction parameter (c) can
produce various highly ordered sub-20 nm nanostructures,
such as spheres, cylinders, hexagonally perforated lamellae
(HPL), and lamellae, through a microphase separation
process.8–12 Furthermore, high-c BCPs spontaneously self-
assemble into nanostructures with a low defect density and
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excellent line edge roughness, compared to low-c BCPs,
according to previous studies.13 For these reasons, many BCP
research groups have investigated advanced self-assembly
technologies to engineer various high-c BCPs, demonstrating
the effective formation of periodic two-dimensional (2D) planar
patterns.14,15

To extend the versatility of BCP structures further, several
other groups who study BCPs have suggested innovative BCP-
manipulation methods to generate a variety of complex and
unique 3D nanostructures.16–20 In particular, Tavakkoli et al.
demonstrated how to obtain bi-layered 3D BCP morphologies
by using a post array for which the surface was modied with
a brush attractive to the majority block of the di-BCP.21 They
showed a rich variety of 3D nanostructures consisting of line
structures with controllable angles, bends, and junctions by
adjusting the height and chemical preferences of nano-post
templates. Onses et al. introduced a high-resolution jet
printing technique to obtain hierarchical 3D BCP patterns over
a large area through electrohydrodynamic effects.22 They
demonstrated the jet-printed pattern generation of BCPs with
well-organized feature sizes, good periodicities and complex
geometries by thermal annealing, in overall layouts consisting
of various patterns with a wide range of feature sizes from the
nanoscale to themacroscale. Also, Subramanian et al. presented
a templated 3D ZnO cross-bar structure directly derived from
hierarchically self-assembled 3D BCP thin lms.23 They pre-
sented well-ordered ZnO nanodevices created by selective
inltration synthesis in microphase-separated BCP patterns
Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 5083–5089 | 5083
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that showed excellent electrical functionalities. Other BCP
groups also reported examples of the successful pattern crea-
tion of unusual 3D BCP geometries, including self-assembled
3D gyroid BCP structures for optical metamaterials.24–28 These
results clearly show the promising potential of directly self-
assembled 3D BCPs and the importance of BCP-based
patterning technologies.

As another strategy for complex 2D and/or useful 3D nano-
fabrication, the nano-transfer printing (nTP) method has
attracted considerable attention due to its simple and high-
throughput process achievable at a low cost.29–33 Several nTP
research groups have reported useful nTP methods, showing
that it is possible reliably to create well-ordered nano-to-micro
patterns with precision by transfer printing onto target
substrates with the help of elastomeric so molds with low
surface energy.34–36 For example, Zaumseil et al. presented
a simple nTP process to obtain complex 2D and 3D functional
patterns over a large area by using elastomeric poly-
dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamps.37 Hwang et al. demonstrated
a liquid-bridge nTP process capable of forming ultrane
nanostructures on a four-inch wafer, demonstrating the
successful fabrication of nanowire eld-effect transistors and
arrays of pentacene thin-lm transistors.38 Wie et al. also
showed a wafer-recyclable, environmentally friendly nTP
method to deliver thin-lm nanoelectronics entirely with
complex circuits by wafer-scale delamination in a water envi-
ronment at room temperature.39 Very recently, we also demon-
strated an innovative thermally assisted nTP (T-nTP) technique
that easily generates various nanostructures on rigid and/or
exible target substrates at the eight-inch wafer scale using
a laminator capable of providing uniform pressure and heat.40

The reliable patterning of various high-resolution features was
achieved by employing a self-assembled sub-20 nm SiOx master
mold, resulting in an ultrane 3D cross-bar array of NiOx/Pt
resistive memory. Despite these efforts to improve the nTP
process, however, various nTPmethods remain limited in terms
of their ability to form sub-20 nm hybrid 3D pattern geometries.
Therefore, it is very important to develop more facile and useful
sub-20 nm patterning methods capable of effectively obtaining
complex hybrid nanopatterns for functional nanodevice
applications.

Here, we demonstrate a unique multiple-patterning method
consisting of an nTP process and the DSA of the BCP for the
creation of reliable 3D patterns of unusual metal–oxide hybrid
nanoscale structures. First, we show how to obtain cross-bar
nanostructures using a self-assembled master mold of sub-
20 nm SiOx lines based on the nTP process. We also present
well-organized BCP spherical domains in the transfer-printed
nanospaces of the cross-bar template through the conned
microphase-separation of high-c BCPs. In addition, we display
a reliable morphology transition from cylinders to spheres at
specic positions of the metal cross-bar array by controlling the
lm thickness of the BCP. Moreover, we present a controlled
number of BCP spheres within the modied cross-bar spaces
through a conned BCP self-assembly process that involves
manipulating the printing angle when repeating the nTP
process.
5084 | Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 5083–5089
Experimental
BCP self-assembly: SiOx master mold

A cylinder-forming poly(styrene-b-dimethylsiloxane) (PS-b-
PDMS) BCP (SD45, c ¼ �0.26) with a molecular weight (MW)
of 45 kg mol�1 and a minority PDMS volume fraction (fPDMS) of
�33.7% was purchased from Polymer Source Inc. The SD45
BCP powder was dissolved in a good solvent (toluene) of SD45,
yielding a 1.0 wt% solution. Aer spin-casting the BCP solu-
tion onto the topographically patterned Si substrate fabri-
cated by conventional KrF photolithography followed by
a reactive ion etching (RIE) process, the BCP lm was ther-
mally annealed in toluene at 85 �C for 90 min. The annealed
SD45 thin lm was then etched with CF4 plasma (50 W, 25 s)
followed by O2 plasma (60 W, 35 s) at 10 mTorr to remove the
top-PDMS layer and PS matrix, respectively, resulting in
periodic oxidized PDMS (SiOx) line structures with a width of
16 nm.
Nanotransfer printing (nTP)

The self-assembled SiOx line-shaped master mold was
initially surface-modied with a hydroxy-terminated PDMS
brush (5 kg mol�1, Polymer Source Inc.) for easy separation
from the sub-20 nm SiOx mold. Aer a replica material of
PMMA (MW ¼ 100 kg mol�1) was dissolved in a binary
solvent of toluene and acetone at 4 wt%, the PMMA solution
was spin-coated onto the SiOx master mold followed by
duplication with an adhesive PI lm (3M Inc.), resulting in
the high-resolution PMMA replica structure. To transfer
periodic Al cross-bar nanostructures, we employed a T-nTP
process with a simple laminating system (LAMIART-470
LSI, GMP Corp.) to provide uniform heat and pressure.
Aer sputter-deposition of the Al material onto the replica
pattern, the Al pattern was transfer-printed onto the target Si
substrate at the optimum temperature of 150 �C and under
mild pressure (�25 kPa). The cross-bar pattern was obtained
by repeating the nTP process twice with different printing
angles.
BCP self-assembly: metal/oxide 3D hybrid structure

We used two PS-b-PDMS BCPs of cylinder-forming SD16 with
a MW of 16 kg mol�1 and sphere-forming SD28 with a MW of 28
kg mol�1 to generate metal/oxide 3D hybrid nanostructures.
The BCP self-assembly process was conducted on the printed Al
cross-bar arrays. All complex nanostructures of line-in-mesh,
dot-in-mesh, and double dots-in-mesh structures were ob-
tained aer a RIE process.
Characterization

All 2D and 3D images of the nanostructures were observed
using a eld emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM,
TESCAN MIRA3) operated with an acceleration voltage of 10
kV and working distance of 3.5–5 mm.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Results and discussion
Controlled SiOx nanostructures by printed cross-bar
templates

Fig. 1 shows the procedure to generate various metal–oxide
hybrid 3D nanostructures consisting of cross-bar metal and self-
assembled SiOx structures. Complex sub-20 nm 3D pattern
geometries can be obtained by combining the nanopatterning
method of the nTP process and the DSA of BCP. Specically, the
self-assembled BCP morphology on the nanomesh structure
can be controlled by the BCP lm thickness and/or printed
template shape. Fig. 1a shows two different BCP morphologies
of self-assembled cylinders and spheres in a cross-bar array
depending on the BCP lm thickness. First, we obtain a highly
ordered SiOx line structure within a guiding Si template via the
conventional DSA process of the SD45 BCP, as shown in Fig. S1
of the ESI.† Then, we employ the self-assembled SiOx line
structure as a mold to fabricate a sub-20 nm metallic mesh
structure through a twice-run nTP process. The printing align-
ment of the multi-stacked metal cross-bar template is manually
controlled using a protractor and ruler. While the SiOx line
structure is obtained at a relatively thick lm from the cylinder-
forming PS-b-PDMS BCP on the metal nanomesh, SiOx dot
patterns are formed in the space of the cross-bar template
through the connement of spherical PDMS microdomains
under the optimum thickness condition of the thin BCP lm. In
general, a cylinder-forming BCP generates a line structure,
Fig. 1 Procedure for the formation of various self-assembled SiOx na
dependency of the cylinder-forming PS-b-PDMS BCP morphology in a
forming PS-b-PDMS BCP on cross-bar templates with printing angles o

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
because the BCPmorphology depends on the volume fraction of
the BCP at an equilibrium state. However, if the lm thickness
of the BCP is ultra-thin, a meta-stable dot structure can be
formed. Fig. 1b shows controlled SiOx nanodot patterns in
cross-bar metal structures with two different printing angles of
90� and 60�, when using a sphere-forming PS-b-PDMS BCP. Self-
assembled single SiOx dots are positioned in each nanospace of
the cross-bar array with an angle of 90�, whereas double SiOx

dots are located in the diamond-shaped space of the cross-bar
template with an angle of 60�.
Pattern formation of the line-in-mesh hybrid 3D
nanostructure

Nanopatterning of multi-stacked hybrid 3D structures consist-
ing of more than two materials is very important to diversify the
pattern geometries with functionalities applicable to a wide
range of device applications. As another strategy to extend the
versatility of the T-nTP process, multiple lithography methods
consisting of two different nanopatterning processes based on
BCP self-assembly can be used to create functional hybrid
nanostructures with various pattern geometries. Specically,
twice BCP self-assembly processes are needed: (1) fabrication of
a sub-20 nm SiOx line mold for the nTP process, and (2) pattern
generation of a sub-10 nm SiOx line structure in the printed
cross-bar array by nTP. In general, cylinder-forming BCPs are
self-assembled into line-shaped nanostructures. Fig. 2a pres-
ents a morphological comparison of the self-assembled
nostructures within printed cross-bar metal templates. (a) Thickness
cross-bar array. (b) Controlled SiOx nanodot patterns of the sphere-
f 90� and 60�.

Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 5083–5089 | 5085



Fig. 2 Comparison of the self-assembled cylinder-forming SD16 BCP with/without guiding templates. (a) Self-assembled sub-10 nm SiOx line
structures on (left) a planar bare-Si substrate and (right) a topographical guiding Si template. The inset images show fast Fourier transform (FFT)
patterns, indicating the (left) disordering and (right) ordering of the self-assembled SD16 BCP morphologies. (b) Procedure for the formation of
the cross-bar nanotemplate through a twice-run n-TP process on a bare-Si substrate. (c) Self-assembled sub-10 nm SiOx line structure tem-
plated by the printed Al cross-bar pattern. The hybrid SiOx lines in the Al cross-bar array are composed of four regions: (I) line-on-mesh, (II) line-
in-line, (III) Al line, and (IV) no pattern.
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cylinder-forming SD16 BCP with and without the guiding
template. While a poorly ordered SiOx line pattern was formed
on a planar bare-Si substrate, a highly ordered sub-10 nm SiOx

line structure was produced in a topographical Si template. This
is one of the typical template-based DSA processes of BCPs. For
the successful generation of a line-in-mesh hybrid 3D pattern
consisting of an oxide and a metal, we employed a combined
nanopatterning method of nTP and DSA of the BCP. In other
words, periodic sub-10 nm SiOx lines can be self-assembled
within a 3D mesh structure formed by nTP through the
specic microphase-separation of the SD16 BCP. A cross-bar
metallic template can be obtained from the self-assembled
SiOx SD45 line mold with a width of 16 nm through the twice-
run nTP process, as shown in Fig. 2b. Fig. 2c shows a well-
dened 1D-in-3D structure of a sub-10 nm SiOx line pattern
templated by a printed Al cross-bar array aer the self-assembly
process of the SD16 BCP on an Al template. The hybrid oxide/
metal 3D structure is composed of four regions, line-on-mesh,
line-in-line, Al line, and no pattern, resulting from the self-
Fig. 3 Morphological evolution of the cylinder-forming SD16 BCP on
different SiOx nanostructures on an Al cross-bar template at 0.7 wt%, 0.5 w
dash-line, and dot patterns depending on the film thickness or weight pe
nanoparticles were obtained by the confinement effect of PDMS microd
Graph of the line-width or diameter vs. the weight percentage of the SD

5086 | Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 5083–5089
assembled nTP SiOx mold in the patterned guiding Si
template. In the case of the line-on-mesh structure, the SiOx

lines may also be observed under the upper metal lines if the
cross-bar structure consisting of metal lines with a higher
dimension is used as a guiding template. Here, it should be
noted that the combined patterning method of nTP and DSA of
the BCP can effectively enhance the diversity of 3D nanopattern
geometries.

Thickness dependency of the SD16 BCP lm on the
morphology

In general, the self-assembled BCPmorphology mainly depends
on the volumetric fraction of the di-BCP, showing various
structures such as spheres, cylinders, HPL, and lamellae.
However, controlled thickness of the BCP thin lm with a single
volume fraction can also show various self-assembled
morphologies. Fig. 3a shows the morphological evolution of
self-assembled cylinder-forming SD16 BCP patterns on the
cross-bar Al template with various BCP lm thicknesses. Three
a cross-bar nanotemplate at various BCP film thicknesses. (a) Three
t%, and 0.3 wt%. The cylinder-forming SD16 BCP forms line-on-mesh,
rcentage of BCP. For the SD16 BCP at less than 0.5 wt%, discrete SiOx

omains in the designated nanospaces of the Al cross-bar template. (b)
16 BCP in toluene.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 One-to-one and two-to-one accommodation of confined SiOx dots within organized cross-bar templates created by nTP. (a) One-to-
one accommodation of an 8 nm SiOx dot in an Al cross-bar pattern. (b) Two-to-one accommodation of 8 nm SiOx double dots in an Al cross-bar
pattern. (c) Distribution of the diagonal lengths of cross-bar Al structures. (d) Confinement range of the diagonal length for single and double SiOx

nanoparticles. The inset images show FFT patterns indicating the periodicity of the templated SiOx dots by the printed cross-bar structures.
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different SiOx nanostructures of line, dash-line, and dot
patterns were formed on the Al cross-bar template, depending
on the weight percentage or lm thickness. While a line struc-
ture was formed at 0.7 wt% (lm thickness �25 nm), discrete
dashed lines and nanoparticles were obtained within the Al
cross-bar array at less than 0.5 wt%. Fig. 3b shows a graph of the
line length or diameter depending on the weight percentage of
the SD16 BCP dissolved in toluene, clearly showing that the line
length of the SiOx nanostructures decreases in proportion to the
BCP lm thickness. This may have stemmed from the
connement effect of PDMS microdomains in the designated
nanospaces of the Al mesh template under the condition of an
insufficient lm thickness to generate the cylindrical
morphology.
Controlled connement of SiOx nanodots in a cross-bar array

Controlled pattern formation of 0D-in-3D hybrid nano-
structures is needed for effective and useful nanofabrication.
The area and/or shape of empty spaces in the cross-bar pattern
can be modied by controlling the printing angle via the
repeated nTP process. First, we obtained two different cross-bar
structures with different angles of 90� and 60�. Then, mesh
nanostructures were used as guiding templates for the sphere-
forming SD28 BCP. Fig. 4 shows dot-in-mesh nanostructures
consisting of SiOx and Al metal obtained by the combined
patterning method of T-nTP and BCP self-assembly. Fig. 4a and
b show the successfully conned SiOx nanodots in the empty
spaces. The square and diamond spaces with printing angles of
90� and 60� show approximate diagonal lengths of 41 nm and
62 nm, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4c. While the square mesh
structure shows a one-to-one accommodation of an 8 nm SiOx
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
dot in the Al cross-bar pattern, the diamond-shaped cross-bar
structure presents an example of a two-to-one accommodation
of 8 nm SiOx double dots in the designated sites. This may have
been caused by the commensurability of the sphere-forming
SD28 di-BCP (Fig. 4d). Here, it should be noted that various
hybrid 3D nanostructures consisting of many other combinable
materials, including metals and oxides, can also be created by
the combined T-nTP and DSA of BCPs. Furthermore, if this
approach is combined with the DSA-based hole shrink process,
effective contact fabrication can be achieved in a circuit.41 Thus,
templated 3D arrays with a diversity of patternable materials are
widely applicable to a variety of functional devices.
Conclusions

In summary, we demonstrated a combined nanopatterning
process of nTP and DSA of the BCP that effectively generates
various metal/oxide hybrid 3D nanostructures, such as of line-
in-mesh, dots-in-mesh, and double dots-in-mesh structures.
We successfully obtained well-dened Al cross-bar structures
with a sub-20 nm line width by employing a self-assembled SiOx

line pattern as an nTP mold. Transfer-printed Al mesh nano-
structures were used as guiding templates for the DSA of high-c
PS-b-PDMS BCPs. We clearly showed the morphological evolu-
tion from cylinders to spheres of the cylinder-forming BCP in
the designated nanospaces of an Al nanomesh through the
conned BCP self-assembly process by controlling the BCP lm
thickness. Furthermore, we demonstrated how to control the
number of BCP spheres within the printed Al mesh structure
with different printing angles of a repeated nTP process,
showing one-to-one and two-to-one accommodation outcomes
Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 5083–5089 | 5087
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of SiOx spheres in the conned nanospaces. We expect that this
multiple-nanopatterning method consisting of more than two
patterning processes will be widely applicable for the useful 3D
fabrication of many high-resolution devices with complex
hybrid nanoarchitectures.
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